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(http://failedmessiah.typepad.com/.shared/image.html?/photos/uncategorized/2007/10/11/neil_rosenstein.jpg) Neil Rosenstein
(http://failedmessiah.typepad.com/failed_messiahcom/2007/10/orthodoxdoctor.html#more), the noted Orthodox Elizabeth, NJ surgeon,
genealogist and author (http://www.neilrosenstein.com/), has been arrested for possession of child pornography. 1010 WINS reports
(http://www.1010wins.com/pages/1049462.php?):

…In a related story, a prominent Elizabeth surgeon and published author
(http://www.neilrosenstein.com/) was arrested and charged with possession of child pornography
after federal agents found hundreds of pornographic movies and photos involving children on his home
computer, authorities said.
Neil Rosenstein, 62, author of "The Unbroken Chain (http://www.amazon.com/UnbrokenChain
BiographicalGenealogyIllustrious/dp/096105784X/ref=pd_bbs_sr_1/10449583841467904?
ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1192125260&sr=11)" and founder of the Jewish Genealogical Society of New
York (http://www.jgsny.org/), was arrested by U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement on
Tuesday and made an initial appearance in federal court in Newark. He posted bail later that day
Rosenstein's home computer was seized from an attic office on July 24 by ICE agents and searched for
pornographic material. Among the files found were videos allegedly showing explicit sexual acts
between adult men and children, according to a criminal complaint against him.
If convicted of possessing child pornography, he could face up to five years in federal prison, ICE
Deputy Special Agent in Charge Thomas Manifase said.
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Neil Rosenstein (http://www.tali.com/neilr/) was born in Cape Town, South Africa in 1944. He
studied medicine at the University of Cape Town and interned in Israel. He specialized in surgery at the
Mt. Sinai hospitals in Cleveland and New York City, and the University of Medicine and Dentistry in
Newark, New Jersey.
As a result of over four decades of investigative study of rare books and manuscripts, trips to libraries
and cemeteries, travel and correspondence, Dr. Rosenstein has accumulated a vast matrix of material
on Jewish genealogy, especially in the field of rabbinical dynasties for which he has become world
famous. His research has included travel in South Africa, Israel, U.S.A., Poland, Germany,
Czechoslovakia, England, Italy, and France.
He founded the Jewish Genealogical Society, Inc. (New York) in 1977, first located in Elizabeth, New
Jersey, and is also the founder and director of the Computer Center for Jewish Genealogy.
Dr. Rosenstein is the author of many works on Jewish Genealogy, his magnum opus being The
Unbroken Chain, first published as a single volume in 1976. An expanded twovolume second edition
was published in 1990. Other noted works include Saul Wahl, The Grandees of New Jersey, The Lurie
Legacy: The House of Davidic Royal Descent, Avnei Zikaron (Stones of Remembrance), The Gaon of
Vilna and his Cousinhood, and Latter Day Leaders, Sages and Scholars. He has produced a CDROM
with the indexed obituaries of the firstever Hebrew weekly, HaMagid, which was in print from 1856 to
1903. In addition, he is contributor of articles to various Jewish genealogical publications and The
Jewish Press. He lectures frequently and has spoken many times to various Jewish genealogical
societies, in the United States and abroad, as well as at the International Seminars for Jewish
Genealogy and the annual National Summer Seminars. His biography is included in Who's Who in
World Jewry (1987) and is listed in Marquis' Who's Who in America (from 1997 onwards).
Dr. Rosenstein continues to both practice medicine and conduct genealogical research. He and his
wife, Mavis, live in Elizabeth, New Jersey. They have five sons and 13 grandchildren.
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(http://failedmessiah.typepad.com/failed_messiahcom/2007/10/orthodoxdoctor/comments/atom.xml) You can follow this conversation by subscribing to the
comment feed (http://failedmessiah.typepad.com/failed_messiahcom/2007/10/orthodoxdoctor/comments/atom.xml) for this post.

Shmaryah, Neil is FAR from Haredi. He has always led the fight to modernize the small shul he davens in (Elmora Hills) and is very very left wing. In fact, you
would be hard pressed to find anyone in Elizabeth that hates Haredim more than Neil.
Posted by: Jake | October 11, 2007 at 03:05 PM (http://failedmessiah.typepad.com/failed_messiahcom/2007/10/orthodoxdoctor.html?cid=86065700#comment
6a00d83451b71f69e200e54f0a0bb88834)
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HE is typical MO scum.
Posted by: | October 11, 2007 at 03:06 PM (http://failedmessiah.typepad.com/failed_messiahcom/2007/10/orthodoxdoctor.html?cid=86065912#comment
6a00d83451b71f69e200e54ef5d5be8833)

Why Immigration?
Posted by: Nachum | October 11, 2007 at 04:30 PM (http://failedmessiah.typepad.com/failed_messiahcom/2007/10/orthodoxdoctor.html?
cid=86074850#comment6a00d83451b71f69e200e54f0a164b8834)

There are computer hackers that dedicate themselves in rooting out and exposing child Porners to the authorities. These righteous hackers will NEVER be
prosecuted. These hackers will lurk on child porn sites and see who is downloading this stuff and THEN figure out who they are and track them down.
Posted by: Isa | October 11, 2007 at 06:22 PM (http://failedmessiah.typepad.com/failed_messiahcom/2007/10/orthodoxdoctor.html?cid=86086594#comment
6a00d83451b71f69e200e54f0a246d8834)

On the other hand, there are hackers who CAN put this junk on most PCs out there.
For instance my neighbor has an unprotected wireless connection that reaches out from beyond his house and I can put ANYTHING on his computer. NO WORRY
cause I would not even to that to my most vile enemy. One reason that you would understand is that I might leave traces of my visitthere ARE more stealthier
people out there!!
Posted by: Isa | October 11, 2007 at 06:29 PM (http://failedmessiah.typepad.com/failed_messiahcom/2007/10/orthodoxdoctor.html?cid=86087272#comment
6a00d83451b71f69e200e54f0a25238834)

Neil is not charedi by any stretch of the imagination. He is modern orthodox.
Knowing Neil for many years, I can not believe the story is true.
An arrest does not make it true.
Posted by: anonymous | October 11, 2007 at 10:42 PM (http://failedmessiah.typepad.com/failed_messiahcom/2007/10/orthodoxdoctor.html?
cid=86106264#comment6a00d83451b71f69e200e54f0a3c338834)
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It doesn't matter if he's haredi, MO or conservative. The fact that he wears a beard and looks religious makes this into a chillul hashem. The outside world doesn't
know or care about the differences between haredi, MO, chassid, etc. To them it's all the same. Here you have a religious looking Jew, who is supposed to represent
Gd, acting in a totally inappropriate manner. This guy should have taken a shave before this happened to avoid this chillul hashem. Now his sins are magnified a
million times more.
Posted by: steve | October 12, 2007 at 11:09 AM (http://failedmessiah.typepad.com/failed_messiahcom/2007/10/orthodoxdoctor.html?
cid=86172484#comment6a00d83451b71f69e200e54ef6641d8833)

It is high time we prosecute all people involved in child porn, child molestation, etc. The fact that a Jew of any persuation is involved sickens me to no end. Here in
Baltimore the Jewish community at large is (finally) beginning to face up to these criminals and their disgusting activities. If convicted this man should rot in
prison forever.
Posted by: David | October 12, 2007 at 11:35 AM (http://failedmessiah.typepad.com/failed_messiahcom/2007/10/orthodoxdoctor.html?
cid=86175548#comment6a00d83451b71f69e200e54f0aa2dc8834)

Although it is despicable and criminal, you cannot equate what this guy's accused of doing with child molestation. One crime involves victims whose lives may be
forever destroyed, while the other crime is purely self gratification. You can argue that by downloading and paying for this material, he is aiding and abetting the
kiddie porn industry. However, this still falls short of molestation.
Posted by: steve | October 12, 2007 at 11:43 AM (http://failedmessiah.typepad.com/failed_messiahcom/2007/10/orthodoxdoctor.html?
cid=86176524#comment6a00d83451b71f69e200e54f0aa5558834)

I also know Neil. On the one hand, I agree with Isa  I find it hard to believe that Neil could be guilty. On the other hand, would they really make an arrest if they
didn't have pretty good proof? Apparently they seized the computer a few months ago and were investigating this whole time.
Trying to be dan l'kav zchut...
I feel really bad for his wife  she is the sweetest person.
Posted by: Yehudi Hilchati (http://hilchati.blogspot.com) | October 12, 2007 at 11:45 AM
(http://failedmessiah.typepad.com/failed_messiahcom/2007/10/orthodoxdoctor.html?cid=86176772#comment6a00d83451b71f69e200e54ef667978833)

I was tempted to respond to an absurd email solicitation that I received just to see what it was. My better self told me not to. If I responded and it was treif, would I
also be accused of child porn? Viagra purchasing without a prescription? or was it really a website of beautiful kids up for adoption? Help? I don't know and I did
not find out!
Posted by: anon | October 12, 2007 at 11:47 AM (http://failedmessiah.typepad.com/failed_messiahcom/2007/10/orthodoxdoctor.html?cid=86176988#comment
6a00d83451b71f69e200e54f0aa63d8834)
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If he was a Charedi, all the MO pigs would go crazy. Of course, seeing as he the perp is MO, you have to get off some other way.
Posted by: | October 12, 2007 at 12:37 PM (http://failedmessiah.typepad.com/failed_messiahcom/2007/10/orthodoxdoctor.html?cid=86182678#comment
6a00d83451b71f69e200e54ef66d248833)

A 53 year old respected lawyer came to Michigan for sex with a young girl and was arrested and hung himself in prison. All his friends were shocked that he had
done it.
We don't know what people do in their bedrooms or attics.
According to news reports, they have credit card records as well. Everyone is innocent until proven guilty, but we also must recognize that everyone has their faults.
Posted by: | October 12, 2007 at 02:57 PM (http://failedmessiah.typepad.com/failed_messiahcom/2007/10/orthodoxdoctor.html?cid=86198792#comment
6a00d83451b71f69e200e54ef6848f8833)

regarding""""Viagra purchasing without a prescription?""""
Come to Texas, park your car, cross the border and you TOO can purchase this and ordinary drugs without prescription legally in Mexico and bring 90 day supply
across without much hassle be sure to declare everything. If you HAPPEN to bring something really illegal, customs will simply confiscate it and you are on your
way. By really illegal, I mean something packaged commercially in Mexico and is prohibited in the USA.
Posted by: Isa | October 12, 2007 at 06:26 PM (http://failedmessiah.typepad.com/failed_messiahcom/2007/10/orthodoxdoctor.html?cid=86220150#comment
6a00d83451b71f69e200e54ef6a6238833)

This is a chillul Hashem and what more he is a Dr and a surgeon. Disgusting. He should know better.
Posted by: R | October 13, 2007 at 04:59 PM (http://failedmessiah.typepad.com/failed_messiahcom/2007/10/orthodoxdoctor.html?cid=86315154#comment
6a00d83451b71f69e200e54f0b5d698834)

I'm still struggling to believe this about Neil. Is there any information as to the ages of the children depicted in the porn? After all, the law defines anything under
the age of 18 as child porn. If he was looking at 15 year olds, wrong as it is in today's society, at least it's not a sexual abbeation. I'm hoping that's the case  would
make it a lot easier.
Posted by: What kind of "child porn" (http://hilchati.blogspot.com) | October 15, 2007 at 11:28 AM
(http://failedmessiah.typepad.com/failed_messiahcom/2007/10/orthodoxdoctor.html?cid=86458740#comment6a00d83451b71f69e200e54f0c35278834)
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"What kind": Read the original news link as to the type of material found. Sounds as bad as it gets. As a close friend of the family, I am shocked and saddened.
Posted by: sw | October 15, 2007 at 11:39 AM (http://failedmessiah.typepad.com/failed_messiahcom/2007/10/orthodoxdoctor.html?cid=86459928#comment
6a00d83451b71f69e200e54ef7d9948833)

It's a dumb law legislated by idiots that don't know how to lead a country. But the idiots that support this law deserve to be led by idiots.
It's not right to put a man in jail for owning porn. It's the modern day equivalent of a witch hunt. The torah doesn't put a man in jail for owning porn. A great man's
reputation is ruined for nothing.
Posted by: Led by idiots | October 15, 2007 at 10:52 PM (http://failedmessiah.typepad.com/failed_messiahcom/2007/10/orthodoxdoctor.html?
cid=86526440#comment6a00d83451b71f69e200e54ef83d928833)

"idiots"  who is the real idiot here? Possibly someone like yourself who can't distinguish between porn and child porn?? Between a willing adult participant and a
victimized child??
Posted by: zach | October 16, 2007 at 08:28 AM (http://failedmessiah.typepad.com/failed_messiahcom/2007/10/orthodoxdoctor.html?
cid=86557232#comment6a00d83451b71f69e200e54ef86b448833)

The people that abuse children and actually film the porn should be punished severely. The people that read it, especially if they don't support the producers by
paying for it, should be left alone. The government has no business telling people what they can own or look at. Let them fix the economy and win the war against
terrorism instead.
People seem to have a need to legislate morality. Since everything goes today, they picked on this topic. How many people have had their lives ruined because of
the rabble's lust for blood?
The torah has a different attitude and allows child marriages. The cohen godol may only marry a girl under 12 and a half years old.
For the record, I am a parent and personally find the idea of child porn repulsive and nauseating. But that does not excuse unjust punishment.
Posted by: led by idiots | October 17, 2007 at 05:14 PM (http://failedmessiah.typepad.com/failed_messiahcom/2007/10/orthodoxdoctor.html?
cid=86744788#comment6a00d83451b71f69e200e54f0dd5df8834)

Either you're dishonest or you're a confused.
In order to produce this child porn, children must be RAPED. Neil in effect pays people to rape those children for them.
Posted by: Shmarya (http://www.failedmessiah.com/) | October 18, 2007 at 01:19 AM
(http://failedmessiah.typepad.com/failed_messiahcom/2007/10/orthodoxdoctor.html?cid=86781806#comment6a00d83451b71f69e200e54f0e09ef8834)
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"in effect pays". For "in effect" paying for something after the fact, he should be heavily fined. Jail is for people that directly cause violence against children.
What about those poor soles who's lives have been ruined for downloading free porn? As I said, it's a witch hunt.
Posted by: led by idiots | October 18, 2007 at 09:36 AM (http://failedmessiah.typepad.com/failed_messiahcom/2007/10/orthodoxdoctor.html?
cid=86819810#comment6a00d83451b71f69e200e54ef9db7d8833)

Really? So you want to watch a man rape a woman and murder her during the act. You pay someone to provide you with that footage. You should only be fined?
Please.
Child porn is not harmless and the victims cannot consent to the act.
If you can't see the difference between child porn and adult porn, I can't help you. You're just too morally blind.
Posted by: Shmarya (http://www.failedmessiah.com/) | October 18, 2007 at 12:47 PM
(http://failedmessiah.typepad.com/failed_messiahcom/2007/10/orthodoxdoctor.html?cid=86842580#comment6a00d83451b71f69e200e54f0e5b0f8834)

I agree with Shmarya on the difference between mainstream adult porn and child porn (or snuff movies). However, "led by" has one good point. Someone can get
unwanted images sent to them, either by mistake or maliciously. Those individuals are not the same as willful child porn customers and should not be treated as
such.
Posted by: Yochanan Lavie | October 19, 2007 at 07:38 AM (http://failedmessiah.typepad.com/failed_messiahcom/2007/10/orthodoxdoctor.html?
cid=86928246#comment6a00d83451b71f69e200e54efa65dd8833)

Agreed. But this is clearly not the case here.
Posted by: Shmarya (http://www.failedmessiah.com/) | October 19, 2007 at 08:02 AM
(http://failedmessiah.typepad.com/failed_messiahcom/2007/10/orthodoxdoctor.html?cid=86929934#comment6a00d83451b71f69e200e54efa66fe8833)

From what I can tell, you're probably right (unfortunately).
Posted by: Yochanan Lavie | October 19, 2007 at 11:45 AM (http://failedmessiah.typepad.com/failed_messiahcom/2007/10/orthodoxdoctor.html?
cid=86954704#comment6a00d83451b71f69e200e54f0f14438834)
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It is my understanding they tracked Neil down through a credit card he used to purchase the material
Posted by: godol | December 15, 2007 at 12:57 PM (http://failedmessiah.typepad.com/failed_messiahcom/2007/10/orthodoxdoctor.html?
cid=93655128#comment6a00d83451b71f69e200e54fa5a6988833)

It is my understanding they tracked Neil down through a credit card he used to purchase the material
Posted by: godol | December 15, 2007 at 12:57 PM (http://failedmessiah.typepad.com/failed_messiahcom/2007/10/orthodoxdoctor.html?
cid=93655144#comment6a00d83451b71f69e200e54fa5a6a58833)

YOU ARE ALL A BUNCH OF BRAINWASHED LUNATICS. THERE IS NO god!!! WHEN ARE YOU GOING TO LEARN THIS FACT OF LIFE!!!
Posted by: A T H E I S T | February 25, 2008 at 01:35 PM (http://failedmessiah.typepad.com/failed_messiahcom/2007/10/orthodoxdoctor.html?
cid=104388242#comment6a00d83451b71f69e200e5508a44f28834)

What is the followup on this case??
Posted by: mfs37 | May 21, 2008 at 05:32 PM (http://failedmessiah.typepad.com/failed_messiahcom/2007/10/orthodoxdoctor.html?cid=115840200#comment
6a00d83451b71f69e200e55259095d8833)

Sentenced on 10/30/08. 51 months in prison, after that 5 years probation. No fine.
Posted by: menachem | October 30, 2008 at 09:52 PM (http://failedmessiah.typepad.com/failed_messiahcom/2007/10/orthodoxdoctor.html?
cid=137112531#comment6a00d83451b71f69e2010535c67bcd970b)

The rabbi's say that the holier a person is, the stronger their Yetzher Hora.
Neil's lifes work proves that he had other things on his mind most of the time. It is truly sad to see a great man fall.
They say Shimshon too was a great Tzaddik with an equally big weakness.
We do however have to protect our young children, and prosecute, but we cannot truly judge another unless we have lived in their shoes from conception on!!!
Technology is a double edged sword that is possibly corrupting those who otherwise would never have acted out on their impulses.
I hope he has the ability to continue his amazing good work during his incarceration.
Neil has put 40 years of research into Ashkenazic Rabbinic Dynasties. He proves that he has holy interests too.
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Posted by: friend | December 04, 2008 at 11:51 PM (http://failedmessiah.typepad.com/failed_messiahcom/2007/10/orthodoxdoctor.html?
cid=141474262#comment6a00d83451b71f69e201053632eb20970b)

has anyone information as to this genleman's whereabouts? did he plea bargin his medical licence? was he fined by a court of law? virtualy no mainstreet news on
this ex doctor. is he alowed to reflect the title of doctor on the books he writes>sordid at the very least and SAD.
Posted by: matisiyahu | December 17, 2008 at 09:22 AM (http://failedmessiah.typepad.com/failed_messiahcom/2007/10/orthodoxdoctor.html?
cid=142931550#comment6a00d83451b71f69e20105367a9275970b)

addressed to menachem. sentenced by whom and is time to be served or a deal struck by his attorney with the courts?
Posted by: matisiyahu | December 17, 2008 at 09:25 AM (http://failedmessiah.typepad.com/failed_messiahcom/2007/10/orthodoxdoctor.html?
cid=142931782#comment6a00d83451b71f69e20105367a9442970b)

The fact that it was long ago noted that Dr. Rosenstein is not haredi, yet that assignation remains in the first paragraph of your post is sloppy on your part.
Your agenda is obscuring the facts.
Posted by: anonymous | December 19, 2008 at 02:01 AM (http://failedmessiah.typepad.com/failed_messiahcom/2007/10/orthodoxdoctor.html?
cid=143078200#comment6a00d83451b71f69e20105367ff16e970b)

Actually, I fixed it in the title the same day, but not the post. I fixed it now.
Posted by: Editor (http://profile.typepad.com/shmarya) | December 19, 2008 at 03:47 AM
(http://failedmessiah.typepad.com/failed_messiahcom/2007/10/orthodoxdoctor.html?cid=143080724#comment6a00d83451b71f69e201053687a1a2970c)

if mr rosenstein of elizabeth is not in fact hardei then what is his belief system.? he is a member of" elmora" temple/ synagogue.? he was not involved with
chabad? for many years he was referred to as the most holy one so piously he portrayed himself. his level of piety was far higher than the norm. so he beleived.
Posted by: matasiyhahu | December 19, 2008 at 08:12 AM (http://failedmessiah.typepad.com/failed_messiahcom/2007/10/orthodoxdoctor.html?
cid=143088240#comment6a00d83451b71f69e201053687fa15970c)
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Shmaryathank you for the correction.
Matisyahu,
What in the world are you talking about? Whatever his faults,he is not guilty of an exaggerated sense of selfpiety.
Your comment is complete and utter nonsense.

Posted by: Anonymous | December 21, 2008 at 02:30 PM (http://failedmessiah.typepad.com/failed_messiahcom/2007/10/orthodoxdoctor.html?
cid=143233626#comment6a00d83451b71f69e201053689d778970b)

dear anonymous sorry you miss what i am trying to say. no one that i know would beleive that one so pious would stoop to child pornography of pre. pubecsent
children.he is aparty to behviour, that is descipcable. one wonders what his future goals probly loved by all for his great works on great granddees. seems to me he
is a religious hypocrite. a strange digusting personality. must have a huge hidden inferiority complex. ask anne m the attorney general what she made of neil's
behaviour read she could not sleep at night after watching his filth.
Posted by: matisyahu | December 21, 2008 at 10:55 PM (http://failedmessiah.typepad.com/failed_messiahcom/2007/10/orthodoxdoctor.html?
cid=143249886#comment6a00d83451b71f69e20105368a5c79970b)

To Matisyahu (AKA Mordechai)  how's rehab working for your oldest son these days? I am surprised, that you  who comes to the door to greet his guests in the
nude (perhaps this perversion of yours dates back to your youth and you are more to blame for what happened here than even Neil is)  would judge your family
member (and victim) in so open a forum. Would you care to explain to the readers here how you physically abused your mother and threw her out of your house 
until you needed her again? And why do you hide behind a fake name? Why not tell the world who you really are.
Readers, please be aware that this man is a certified sociopath.
Posted by: Matisyahu Poisoned my Dog | January 01, 2009 at 06:33 PM (http://failedmessiah.typepad.com/failed_messiahcom/2007/10/orthodoxdoctor.html?
cid=143863720#comment6a00d83451b71f69e2010536aa6f1f970c)

Yah well matisayhoo is a cool dude
y should he be raked in the mud...as for the dog poisoner well ...thats a nudder story.
yah brudder from anudder mudder,
Posted by: yoshkepandre | January 05, 2009 at 02:34 PM (http://failedmessiah.typepad.com/failed_messiahcom/2007/10/orthodoxdoctor.html?
cid=144169444#comment6a00d83451b71f69e2010536b460f6970c)

I can't for the life of me figure out the misplaced hunt for victims of a crime. The criminals are the website merchants!
Why not go after them. After all they are on record and don't have to be hacked or traced by credit card purchases!
It's simply a case of misplacedd juctice.
Dr Rosenstein's part is such a minor part of the case!
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All the best you guys.
Posted by: A little bit of saychel please | January 28, 2011 at 01:50 PM (http://failedmessiah.typepad.com/failed_messiahcom/2007/10/orthodoxdoctor.html?
cid=6a00d83451b71f69e20148c81b1b07970c#comment6a00d83451b71f69e20148c81b1b07970c)

@Isa you cannot "put" things on someones computer just because they have an unsecure wireless connection. all you can do is steal their bandwidth. youre a
moron...
Posted by: Jack | September 23, 2012 at 07:27 AM (http://failedmessiah.typepad.com/failed_messiahcom/2007/10/orthodoxdoctor.html?
cid=6a00d83451b71f69e2017d3c41673e970c#comment6a00d83451b71f69e2017d3c41673e970c)

led by idiots. you hit the jackpot you oaf.
Posted by: the ukranian spy | September 11, 2015 at 06:08 PM (http://failedmessiah.typepad.com/failed_messiahcom/2007/10/orthodoxdoctor.html?
cid=6a00d83451b71f69e201b8d1565ae3970c#comment6a00d83451b71f69e201b8d1565ae3970c)
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